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Preach with your life!
What does it mean to actively live
out our faith as followers of
Christ? On 7 September, Joseph
Rozansky OFM addressed this
question and others at a seminar
entitled “Peace with People, Peace
with Our Planet.” The
Archdiocesan Justice and Peace
Office and the Australian Province
of the Franciscan Friars hosted the
seminar, which brought together
more than 50 people at the Polding
Centre on a Friday evening, to
reflect on Christian mission, peace
and ecology.
Joe Rozansky is a Franciscan Friar
from New York and the Director
of the Secretariat for Justice, Peace
and the Integrity of Creation
(JPIC) at the Franciscan General
Curia in Rome. Friar Joe explained
that an ecological conversion is an
integral part of spirituality.
Through analysis of social
structures, we see how ecological
destruction and disrespect for the
environment constitute root causes
of why many are forced to leave
their homes as environmental
refugees and why many
impoverished communities lack

food, water, or
adequate housing.
Friar Joe called on
Catholics to follow
the exemplary life of
St Francis of Assisi in
their work for peace,
ecology and justice.
Stories from St
Francis’ life show his
practical, persistent
and polite approach
to
pr o mo t i n g
peace with people
Gerard Goldman, Elise Heiss and Joseph Rozansky OFM
and peace with
our planet: “Preach with your life
(such as Earth Hour and Clean Up
and if necessary, say something”.
Australia), and the consistent
The Franciscan order’s advocacy
efforts of Australian Catholic
in forums such as the Rio +20
Bishops in their work for JPIC. At
Climate Summit in Brazil is an
the same time he noted that there
example of such practical witness.
are still many areas where healing
Following Friar Joe’s input, Dr
and growth towards a more just
Gerard Goldman gave his response
world is needed, for example in
from an Australian perspective. Dr
our treatment of asylum-seekers
Gerard is the Director of the
and refugees, and in our response
Broken Bay Institute. Taking up
to the abuse of children in our
Friar Joe’s call to read the sign of
church and broader community.
the times in the spirit of Vatican II,
For a recording on this event:
Gerard pointed to many signs of
please visit Xt3 http://
hope in Australian society
www.xt3.com/library/view.php?
including the strengthening of
id=3158&categoryId=24&episode
numerous grass-roots initiatives
Id=1775

The Faith Ecology Network is holding an interactive forum about mining in Australia
This interactive forum about mining in Australia covers ecological, economic and social issues and reflections
from a diversity of faith traditions. October 14, 1:30 – 5:00pm, Auditorium, Christian Brothers College, 68
The Boulevard, Lewisham NSW 2049. RSVP Anne Lanyon at annelanyon.cmi@columban.org.au or phone (02)
9352 8021
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The Plight of Fallujah—Effects of Chemical Weapons Use in Iraq
By Donna Mulhearn
Imagine a city where the cycle of life has stalled;
where the earth and water is contaminated creating a
process of slow violence affecting fertility, damaging
unborn babies and strangling the environment in which
you live. A place where the dreams of young women
to be mothers of healthy children, may never be
fulfilled.
It’s a dramatic image, but the reality for a place I
recently visited, Fallujah - a dusty war-weary city in
Iraq, west of Baghdad. I went there as part of my
fourth trip to Iraq to gather information about a story
that urgently needs to be told, that of the women and
children of Fallujah, who are struggling to survive a
war that, for them, has never ended.
In fact the war begins anew every day in the maternity
ward of Fallujah City Hospital where gynaecologists
say one to two babies are born each day with birth
defects. That’s more than 700 a
year for a city the size of
Wollongong - almost one third of
babies born. I spent a week in the
wards of Fallujah Hospital where
many babies are stillborn. Others
live a few hours, and the
majority of those who survive
may only live a few months such
is the complexity of their defects,
the most prevalent being
congenital heart conditions. I
wal ked t hr ough Fall uj ah
cemetery which is littered with
tiny ‘baby’ graves and stood with
Marwan and Bashir, a young couple, at the grave of
their baby Mohamed, who lived five minutes after
birth. He was their fourth baby to die. They will not try
again. Others, who make it past their first birthday,
will need intensive specialist care for the rest of their
lives. The medical recommendation of the
gynaecologists to the women of Fallujah is simple:
“just stop”. Stop falling pregnant because it is likely
you will likely not give birth to a healthy baby. These
words carry a shocking implication: a generation of
young women who may never be mothers; a
generation who will never live. The unborn are the
most vulnerable, and so the greatest number of victims.
The dramatic rise in birth deormities in Fallujah began
a year after intense U.S military attacks on the city in
2004 which involved the use of a chemical weapon,
white phosphorous. It is alleged that weapons

containing depleted uranium were also used in the
attacks and that the toxic nature of these substances
and their subsequent contamination of the local ecosystem, is the reason for the rise in birth abnormalities.
So the babies of Fallujah are dying from wounds of a
war they never saw - the legacy of modern weaponry –
it is ‘Agent Orange’ all over again.
The US military dismisses the connection despite pleas
from doctors, Iraqi and international human rights
groups and medical NGOs around the world for
information, accountability, transparency and research
to get to the bottom of the problem so that specific
assistance can be given to families.
Limited research has been undertaken; one study
published last year in an international health journal,
concluded that the birth defects and other health
problems in Fallujah such as cancers and leukaemia
are worse than in the survivors of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki following the drop of
atomic bombs.
What can be done? More
research is urgently needed to
determine the exact cause of the
problem and so point to
solutions. De-contamination
should begin urgently. This year,
for the first time ever, the US is
helping to clean up Agent
Orange in Vietnam. It will donate
$41 million to reduce
contamination on 19 hectares.
Fallujah could be next. Doctors
desperately need more training –
they have asked if overseas hospitals could host them
for a short period. In the long term the use of these
weapons should be banned so this cannot happen
anywhere else. In October the United Nations will
consider a resolution seeking greater transparency on
the use of depleted uranium weapons. At a similar vote
two years ago, while 148 nations voted in favour,
Australia abstained. If you’re concerned about this,
contact your Federal member to insist we send a ‘yes’
vote. Hearing of the plight of these innocent babies
can overwhelm us, but perhaps their shocking story
can awaken the conscience of the world, prompt us to
discuss the long-term legacy of modern weaponry, and
lead to a better, healthier planet for all.
Donna Mulhearn is a peace activist and journalist. For
more information about the Australian campaign to ban
uranium weapons, see: acbuw.org
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Australian Catholic Bishops’ Statement
2012-2013: The Gift of Family in
Difficult Times
This year, the Australian Catholic
Bishops’ Social Justice Statement, The Gift of Family in Difficult Times, focuses on emerging
social and economic challenges
facing families. The Bishops argue that increasingly, the social
and economic structures of society are forcing families to compete for time and for wealth. Excessive overtime and higher rates
of casual/irregular work, coupled
with the rising cost of living and
consumerism, make spending
time with family and making
ends meet particularly difficult.
Such pressures place a significant
strain on nurturing children and
family relationships.
Poor and vulnerable families feel
these pressures most keenly. The
statement highlights the plight of
indigenous families, asylum
seeker and refugee families,
families in poverty, homeless
families, and families with special needs. There is need to address disadvantage through true
consultation and partnership and
by addressing the structural
causes of poverty. The Bishops
call upon the Australian government to build a genuine social
security and wages system that

guarantees social inclusion and
full participation.
We need to treasure and respect
family as a gift. Nurturing a family is a vocation which requires
sacrifice, love and the generosity
of the Spirit. The Bishops point
to the Holy Family as an inspiring example of a family sharing
in the joys and hopes, the grief
and anguish of people in our
time.
To order your copy of the Social
Justice Statement and download
accompanying resources, go to
www.socialjustice.catholic.org.au
Social Justice Sunday is on 30
September.

Gathering of Parish Social
Justice Contacts
Break open the Social Justice
Statement, hear from Maureen
Eagles, CatholicCare Sydney,
and consider how your community can respond.
10:30am—3pm
Saturday November 10
St Patrick’s Church
Summer Hill

Call to Walk as One
On 25 August Caritas Australia
marked the 40th anniversary of its
Indigenous Program with the
inaugural event its Walk as One
Campaign: Connecting With Our
World’s Indigenous Peoples. The
campaign kicked off with a forum
bringing together around 100
Indigenous and non-Indigenous
leaders of all ages to consider new
ways to address the challenges many
Indigenous Peoples face nationally
and internationally.
Over two days, participants
developed and built relationships,
deepened respect towards indigenous
peoples and culture and looked at
how we can increase opportunities
for Indigenous communities around
the world. The Walk As One film,
which follows a the journey of
indigenous leaders from the
Northern Territory to the Bolivian
Amazon, illustrates the message of
this campaign. The Justice and Peace
Office were happy to support local
participation in this exciting event.
Over coming months Caritas
Australia will continue to strengthen
the Walk as One Campaign, by
raising awareness about the rights of
Indigenous communities .
For further information visit:
www.caritas.org.au/act/walk-asone-indigenous-peoples-campaign

Catholic Voices on Offshore Processing
Catholic leaders across Australia have been vocal
about recent legislation reinstating offshore process.
Archbishop Denis Hart, President of the Australian
Catholic Bishops Conference has joined other Australian Christian church leaders in condemnation of
measures that undermine asylum seekers’ rights as
they face indefinite detention in offshore processing

centres. John Ferguson, Australian Catholic Social
Justice Council director, cites the new Bishops’
statement on family (page 2) and underlines how
the withdrawal of family reunion rights will result
in teenage minors and children being held in indefinite detention without family or relatives.
( continued page 4)
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Catholic Voices on Offshore Processing (cont.)
Fr Maurizio Pettena CS, Director of the Australian Catholic Migrant and Refugee Office similarly says that such
measures ultimately do not show a concern for the sanctity of family unity or the well-being of vulnerable people.
“Nauru is not stopping any boat from embarking on a dangerous journey,” said Dr John Sweeney, research coordinator for the Edmund Rice Centre for Social Justice. St Vincent de Paul Society National Council chief executive Dr John Falzon has argued that “offshore processing is not the answer” and that it is time for Australia to respect human rights and human dignity of people who seek asylum in our country.

What’s on around Sydney
26 September PACIFIC CALLING PARTNERSHIP CLIMATE JUSTICE FORUM ON COP18
Discover the importance of listening to Pacific voices
at the UN Climate Change Conference in Qatar.
5:30pm – 8pm, Edmund Rice Centre, 15 Henley
Rd Homebush West. RSVP Jill on jillf@erc.org.au
5 – 11 October RIDE TO WORSHIP WEEK 2012
A chance for faith communities to show their concern
for the earth. Please visit www.arrcc.org.au/
8 October LIVING ON THE PERIPHERIES:
THE REFUGEE EXPERIENCE
Issues faced by many refugees in Australia, and
strategies on how to work effectively with refugees.
6pm – 8pm, Conference Room 580, UTS Broadway campus, Level 5, Building 10, 235 Jones St.,
Broadway. Contact Sydney Development Cycle (02)
0414345114
8 October HUMAN RIGHTS IN ISRAEL: PARADOX OR PARADIGM
Join Hagai El-Ad, Israeli human rights activist in
conversation with Associate Professor Simon Rice
OAM. 12:30pm, Gilbert + Tobin, Level 37, 2 Park
Street, Sydney. RSVP: 1 October to Rebecca Shaw
at rshaw@gtlaw.com.au or phone (02) 9263 4341
9 October PEOPLE OF COUNTRY
A book launch about indigenous spirituality. 6pm –

7:30pm, Mary Jane Barker Theatre, Y Conference Centre, Y Hotel Hyde Park, 5-11 Wentworth
Ave, Sydney. RSVP :2 October to elisabeth.yarbakhsh@anu.edu.au; phone 6125 0648
17-18 October CATHOLIC SUSTAINABLE
SCHOOLS: YOUTH ECO SUMMIT (YES) 2012
A curriculum-based event with hands-on workshops.
Newington Armory, Sydney Olympic Park.
YouthEcoSummit@sydneyolympicpark.com.au

21 October HARMONY WALK 2012
Inspired by the 10th anniversary of the Bali Bombings, Harmony Walk 2012 is a strong statement of
fairness and harmony. 2:00pm, Coogee Beach, Sydney. Register online at www.harmonywalk.org.au
25 October FUNDRAISING DINNER OF
CHURCHES TOGTETHER NSW.ACT
To encourage fellowship and awareness with the
youth in the church. 6:00pm – 9:00pm, The Friends
Meeting House, 119 Devonshire Street, Surry
Hills. Cost: $35 per person. RSVP by 17th of October
kmoroney@ncca.org.au; phone (02) 9299 2215
27 October PRISON SEMINAR
Gather to discuss the 2011 Australian Catholic Bishops Statement on prisons, and discover how you can
act. 10am – 3:30pm, The Grail Centre, 22 McHatton Street, North Sydney. RSVP October 12 to
grailsydney@ozemail.com.au; (02) 9955 3053
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